
Abstract—This paper describes a face recognition algo-
rithm using feature points of face parts, which is classi-
fied  as a  feature-based method.  As recognition  perfor-
mance depends on the combination of adopted feature
points,  we utilize  all  reliable  feature points  effectively.
From moving video input,  well-conditioned face images
with a frontal direction and without facial expression are
extracted. To select such  well-conditioned images, an it-
eratively minimizing variance method is used with vari-
able input face images. This iteration drastically brings
convergence to the minimum variance of 1 for a quarter
to an eighth of all data, which means 3.75-7.5 Hz by fre-
quency on average. Also, the maximum interval, which is
the worst  case,  between the two  values with minimum
deviation is about 0.8 seconds for the tested feature point
sample.

I. INTRODUCTION

HERE are two major methods for face recognition [1];

one  is  the  feature-based  method  which  uses  feature

points at the endpoints of facial parts. The other is the holis-

tic method, which processes the whole face region without

decomposing regions into feature points. The former method

has become unpopular  because it  is  difficult  to detect  ac-

curate feature points automatically. The latter method is now

popular. However, Kathryn  Bonnen and Anil K. Jain  have

recently proposed the effectiveness  of  a  component-based

method which uses facial parts in detail, rather than globally

recognizing face information [2]. The  holistic method con-

ventionally  analyzes the  whole  face  region  at  once  to

achieve robust  recognition.  The  component-based  method

utilizes  separate  regions  of  the  eyebrows,  eyes, nose  and

mouth, and performs dedicated recognition for each separate

region,  then  integrates  the  results.  The  component-based

method implies that it is now possible to detect facial parts

before face recognition. The performance of the component-

based method is  better than that of  the single holistic face

recognition method.

T

The  performance  of  face  recognition  has  improved  re-

cently [3], and the results of various contests  have been re-

ported  [4-6].  In  those reports,  recognition  of frontal  faces

was considered as an easy task and more complicated condi-

tions with age changes and with expressions are now tar-

geted. Then, the basic face recognition technology is left in

popular  development activity. The recognition rate is  now

97.5% for the frontal face without expressions [7], and it is

still  a  difficult problem to realize 100% recognition for the

frontal face without expressions.

One of the disadvantages of feature-based methods using

feature points of face parts is that it is difficult to detect fea-

ture points correctly [1]. On the other hand, many devices

are presented in the holistic methods with additional cases,

such as faces with a non-frontal direction, under bad lighting

conditions,  and  with  facial  expressions.  However,  for  all

cases, the recognition rate of the face is up to 99.90%, with a

false acceptance ratio (FAR) of 1%. It is now difficult to re-

duce the FAR value since the recognition rate is at the upper

limit. 

In  this paper, we consider the feature-based method be-

cause it provides high-precision results if the feature point

detection works well  and if its work  successfully provides

digital  precision, while the holistic method views a whole

face image  with rough ambiguity at most.  Recognition im-

proves for a well-conditioned image from the frontal direc-

tion and without facial expression. We use moving video as

the input  and automatically extract  the best  shot  from the

frontal  direction and  without  expression,  and  use the best

shot images for registering the face image and matching in-

put and registered face images. To obtain the best shot from

an input video sequence, there are two methods using fea-

ture points. One involves maximizing the distance between

feature points while viewing the input sequence. The other

involves  minimizing  the variance  of  the distance  between

feature points. In  this paper, the latter method will be de-

scribed.

One of the methods using feature points of 3D presented

by Drira et al. [8] performs 99.2% utilizing distances of 3D

curves for faces without expressions. Another method using

3D mesh and the distance function in a wavelet-transformed

domain under bad lighting conditions presented by Toderici

[9] outperforms the 2D case. However, the recognition ratio

is not so high. Guillaumin et al. presented an improvement

using  a  learning  method  utilizing  the  nearest  neighbor

method to feature point distances [10].
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II.PREVIOUS METHODS AND IDEAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

In contests for face recognition, the recognition ratio for

still  pictures is reported to be 0.92 for rank 1 [4].  Further

contests with age changes and with expressions are reported

[5-6].  Also,  most of  these  studies and  reports  settle  some

values of FAR (False Acceptance Ratio) or FRR (False Re-

jection  Ratio),  real  distinguishing ability  is  not  realized.

From these results, the number of people that the face recog-

nition system can distinguish without using any other infor-

mation such as ID numbers is several hundred to a thousand.

The so-called face-pass that permits a person to pass an au-

thentication gate with only a face identification system with-

out using an ID card does not make a service for more than

thousand people. To improve the basic distinguishing ability

of the number of people recognized and increase it above a

thousand is the object of this paper. 

To improve the recognition  ratio,  it  is  important  to  en-

hance the processing methods in the first stage of the system

to acquire larger distances of feature values between people,

not to incorporate additional conditions of age changes, ex-

pressions lighting conditions etc. 

Fig.1 Feature points with the same name neighborhood[10]. 

III. FACE RECOGNITION USING FEATURE POINT DISTANCE 

A. Proposed system[11][12]

Fig.2 shows the proposed face recognition system. Using

input  N  frames,  the  best  shot  frame  is  selected  by  the

method to be described in the following section. The best

shot frame is registered in a database before recognition. At

recognition, the best shot frame is selected and is verified

using data in the database. The feature points  of face parts

are detected from the input face image. The detection is per-

formed using software developed by Milborrow et al. [13]

[14]. The software is based on the Active Shape Model and

detects 77 feature points on the frontal face image. After de-

tection of the feature points, two compensation operations of

rotation and scale normalization are performed. 

A(1) Rotation compensation[12]
The rotation compensation is to rotate at an angleθ which

is a slope between the edges of both eyes. The rotation oper-

ation matrix shown in (1) is applied to the (x,y) coordinates

of all feature points.

[XY ]=[cosθ −sin θ

sinθ cosθ ][ xy ] (1)

After  this  rotation  compensation, both  eyes  are  aligned

horizontally.

Fig.2 Face recognition system

A(2) Size and position normalization
Next,  normalization according to the size is  performed.

This operation is applied to all feature points at the same rate

as changing the size of a specified face part to a fixed size.

In actual, let NF be

NF=sc/(X coordinate  of  the left  edge  of  the left  eye  – X

coordinate of the right edge of the right eye) (2)

Then, multiply this NF to all X and Y coordinates.

Position normalization is applied by moving all points in

parallel after the size normalization. Let  the  input X and Y

coordinate values of the first feature point be (In(0),In(1))

and the registered values be (Reg(0),Reg(1)), then the paral-

lel  movement  value  for  X  is  Reg(0)-In(0),  and  for  Y is

Reg(1)-In(1)).

B. Best Shot Detection methods from video

An advantage of using video for face recognition is that it

can utilize well-conditioned data and discard poorly condi-

tioned data. Therefore,  video provides temporal continuity,

so  classification  information  from  several  frames  can  be

combined  to improve  recognition  performance [15].  Also,

tracking of detected facial regions is possible and the system

can  be  expanded to  carry  out  facial  expression  detec-

tion [16]. 

Two methods of obtaining the best  shot are considered.

One  is  maximizing  the  length  between  the  two  feature

points.  Another  is  removing the  value  with  greatest devi-

ation to minimize variance. 

B (1) Maximizing Length Method

A moving head in the input video shows a three- dimen-

sional rotation pattern. Figure 3 is a face with a frontal direc-

tion and without a facial expression, which is the best shot.

We will detect this kind of best shot image from all varying
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data. As for the Y and X axes rotations,  the distances be-

tween feature points can be reduced by three-dimensional

displacement and there is no data for compensation from the

single  camera  environment.  The  Maximizing  Length

Method involves selecting a frame in which the distance be-

tween feature points is the maximum in all data. 

Fig.3 Regular face with frontal direction and without facial expression.

B (2) Minimizing Variance Method

The Minimizing Variance Method is used to remove irreg-

ular data from the total data to obtain concentrated data with

smaller  variance.  The method  actually removes  iteratively

the largest value distant from the temporal average value and

makes a new data set. Figure 4(a)-(d) shows the iterative re-

moval status for the case of a pre-obtained time sequence

data set of feature points. The asterisks in Figure 4(a)-(c) in-

dicate the largest value at each stage. A removed value is re-

placed by a dotted line. From Figure 4(a) to (c), two values

are removed one after another, and the third largest value is

marked in Figure  4(c). The same processes are repeated to

reach Figure 4(d), which shows a temporally small variance

as if the iteration may converge to a fixed average with the

smallest variance.

C  Estimation of the number of distinguishable people

To distinguish one person from all the other persons using

the detected feature points, the values should be clearly dif-

ferent  to  each other. To reduce the FAR and FRR, the de-

tected  feature  point  values  should  have  meaningful  dis-

tances. Here, we try to estimate the distance distribution for

a larger number of testers from a smaller number of testers.

The distance between two feature points on a face is a fea-

ture value. Let us consider a distribution of this feature val-

ues that are length data. We assume this distribution is nor-

mal with mean m and standard deviation σ.   

Fig.5 shows a one-dimensional  distribution for a feature

value of a distance between two values. The distribution is

made from the data of many testers. When this distribution

is normal, the value of a sample taken from the data set ran-

domly is considered to form a random sequence with this

distribution.

Fig. 6 shows  an example. This shows  the  minimum dis-

tance among data taken one after another from data with  a

distribution  of mean m and standard deviation  σ.When this

minimum value  goes  below a threshold,  i.e. 1,  we cannot

distinguish at least one person among the data using the fea-

ture value. When the minimum value remains larger than the

threshold,  we can distinguish all people in the taken sam-

ples. Fig.6 shows the case of m=16, σ=4, 8, 16, 32, 64. The

horizontal axis is the number of samples taken.  This graph

shows that the minimum value goes below the threshold for

more than 5-20 samples. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Four experimental items are carried out in the following

sections.  The  Minimizing  Variance  Method  (MVM)  de-

scribed in III B(2) is introduced in experiments to automati-
Fig. 4 Variance is reduced by removing the value with the greatest de-

viation.

Fig.5  Distribution of two different persons.
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cally obtain frontal face images without expressions from in-

put moving video of a person speaking for face recognition. 

A. Reducing variance by MVM 

First, by adapting MVM described in III B(2) to use with

a recorded part of a video with a length of about one minute,

the  convergence  status  of  variances  is investigated.  The

number of  pieces of distances between feature points is the

combination  of  two  out  of  77  feature  points,  that  is

77
C

2
=2926 , where the total number of feature points is

77. For all this length data, let an initial value of the number

of frames according to the time direction be “n”. The algo-

rithm involves the following three steps;

a. Obtain the average length for time direction with the

total number of the lengths of n.

b. Remove the largest value that is distant from the av-

erage value. 

c. We get a new set of length data in which the number

of lengths is subtracted by 1. (n=n-1)

This process is repeated until we get n=1.

Figure  7 shows  four data which were randomly chosen

from  2926 results with graphs of variances as the process

above  proceeded.  The  variances  at  the  position  of  1000

times of iteration, which is about half the number of total it-

erations are greatly reduced. Also, at the position of 1500

times, which is about a quarter of the total number, the vari-

ance  is  almost below  1-2.  Other  results  show  nearly  the

same tendency, as shown in the graphs. 

B. Variation by the positions of feature points

Figure  8 shows all 2926 distance values between feature

points with well converging status according to the number

of  iterations.  The  numbers  of  iterations  are  from  500  to

1935, and their results are displayed overlapped. Figure 8(a)

shows  variances  with  the  iteration  numbers  of  500  and

above.  Fig.  8(b)  shows  1000  and  above,  Fig.  8(c) shows

1500 and above. These Figures show the variances reduce to

small values after 1500 iteration. And after 1750, almost all

variance data go below 2, and half of them seems to be be-

low 1. A quarter to an eighth of all data seem to be below 1,

which the input data are converge to stable values for regis-

ter and recognition. 

Fig.8 (a) Variances of distances between feature points converge as the
number of iterations increases from 500 to 1935.

Fig.8 (b) Partial variances of distances between feature points converge
as the number of iterations increases 1500, 1750, 1875, 1935. Enhanced

in the vertical direction.

C. Maximum interval between minimum variance data

After adapting the MVM to the length data, a quarter  to

an eighth of the resulting data forms a set with a small vari-

ance of 1-2. This quarter means  3.75-7.5  Hertz  in the time

Fig.  6 Minimum  distance  among  sampled  random  data.  m=16,
σ=64,32,16,8,4. This graph is based on a model generated by random
samples  from the  normal  distribution.  Five  values  can  be  sampled
keeping the distance values larger than 1 for all cases, which will be
used in a later section, to allow taking samples five times. The width
of windows is restricted to 13.

Fig.7 Variances of four distances between feature points converge as
deleting iterations.
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direction  because  the  original  data  was  30  Hertz.  Face

recognition can work at about 5Hz in the best conditions on

average. But the value of 5Hz is average and we must con-

sider the possible worst case. Then, the maximum interval

between  the  converged  data  with  small  variances,  which

shows the worst case for detecting the best shot, is searched

for. Figure 9 shows the maximum interval between the best

shot frames vs. thresholds of deviation between the average

value and the length value. The average values are the final

values obtained by experiment III-A.

D Estimation of the number of distinguishable people

For identification by face recognition, the number of 
distinguishable people will be estimated. The total number 
of feature values is 2926 as the pieces of distances between 

feature points. It is important to select feature values whose 
distance value is large enough to distinguish people. Fig. 10 
shows a hundred feature values from the first number. The 
number of feature values that have a distance larger than 5 
is 45. The distance value larger than 4 can be assumed to be 
the case of a standard deviation larger than 4 in Fig.6. From 
the curves of Fig.6, the number of valid samples to be 
distinguishable is 5. From this result, and if we take four 
more feature values (in total five feature values) we can find

the number of distinguishable people is 5
5=3125  [17]. If

we take one more feature value it will be 5
6=15625 .

We can estimate that there are at least five feature values

from  the  different  face  parts  of  an  eye,  an  eye  brow,  a

mouth,  a  nose,  and  a contour,  though the total  2926 data

points  may have  correlations  and  are  not  independent  of

each other. 

Fig.9 The maximum interval between the best shot frames vs. thresh-
olds of deviation between the average value and length value. Dots are
measured intervals. The value belongs to the best shot if it is smaller
than the threshold.

Fig.8 (c) Variances of distances between feature points converge as the
number of iterations increases from 1500 to 1935. For the 1750 case,
most feature values are below 2 and half of them are below 1.

Fig.10 Five distance values obtained by six testers. The horizontal axis is the numbering of 100 feature values out of 2926. The feature values that
have a distance of more than 4 are good distinguishable features for recognition.
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V.CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A new method of extracting the best  shot from moving

video input for face recognition is proposed. The best shot is

obtained  at  the  average  probability  of  1/4 to  1/8,  which

means 3.75-7.5 Hz in the time direction on average. The best

shot can be obtained for  all 2926 combinations of  feature

points. The maximum interval between the best shots is 0.8

second.  According to Fig6, feature values larger than 4 can

be  used  five  times  when  sampling  people.  According  to

Fig.10, more than five feature values can be used. The num-

ber of distinguishable people  can be estimated up to 3125

based on normal distribution. If we take six features, it im-

plies the features distribute within 4σ.

In the future,  how to select more reliable feature values

for 5σ will be studied.
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